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In the great DIY tradition, this is where you pick up your scissors to create your own CD cover.
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TRACK 3: From the forthcoming release alva noto - xerrox vol. 1 (r-n 78 © 2007 by raster-noton)
TRACK 6: In August 2004 I was playing with the Per Jonsson Dance Company in Copenhagen, performing his last
choreograhy “Rivers of Mercury”. I stayed in an apartment in Christiania, and in my free time I would go and skate the
Wonderland bowl that was there. One day I saw a poster on the wall. It said “Face down in shit – sludge music from U.S.A”,
there were medical drawings of severed arms and legs, I had to check this out. Went there and they fuckin tore shit up!!!
This piece was recorded the next day, after that gig. / Jean-Louis Huhta
TRACK 9: Taken from the CD “Virulent Images Virulent Sound” The CD contains micro-recordings of different samples of
highly potent viruses. These micro-recordings were made in a government medical laboratory in Tripoli, Libya and brought
to Sweden on minidisc by a courier in January 2002. If images can be virulent, can sound be virulent too? Firework Edition
Records does not take responsibility for any diseases caused by this track.

Editorial
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe once stated that architecture is frozen music. Every one at Merge magazine hates that
metaphor. Neither art form benefits from the comparison; it limits the defining conditions for both music and architecture
to a shallow understanding of form.
And yet, this issue deals with sound, architecture and design, with a complimentary CD for your listening pleasure. But
you will find no Goethe nonsense here. True, we too argue that there are connections between the art forms, but rather
from the standpoint that there are no clear limits between them. They merge, as it were, and the stage has been one
combining factor.
In this issue, you will find articles about Swedish play writer Lars Norén, as well as a joint venture between Japanese
video artist Tabaimo and Israeli choreographer Ohad Naharin. There are also some great stills from Mikael Olsson and
Andreas Roth’s “Kosta 3:30”, a film that portrays the architecture of Bruno Mathsson. Carsten Nicolai recorded the
soundtrack to “Kosta 3:30” and he is also interviewed in the magazine by Swedish set designer Jens Sethzman. The
architectural trail continues in articles on soft architecture and on temporary structures, and carries on in the image-text
about RV graphics. Not to mention the text on small Scandinavian music labels, or, for that matter, the interview with
Magnus Henriksson from Existensminimum.
So, there are good reasons for combining sound and architecture.
But they are mostly fresh and alive, not frozen and dead.
/ Håkan Nilsson
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Time as a perceptive element.
Merge sent set designer Jens Sethzman to Berlin to tune in with Carsten Nicolai, who has released music under the names Noto, Alva Noto,
Cyclo and Opto, and is the founder of the label Raster Noton.

space.
This has worked as a thread in several of my works since
then, but not until the last collaboration with Cristina Caprioli
(Very Very, 2006) was this fully realized again. In this piece
the light generated from the music, reflected through different
mirrors and thus constantly playing with the idea of a visual
representation related to the quality of the sound. The room was
playing with your perception of real versus reflected image.]
13.58
JS: Would you say that your work is not pure sculpture
because it contains the element of time?
CN: I’m very aware of time as a perceptive element, maybe
because I’m performing as well. And performance for me is
something you should structure completely different from
installations. Maybe this kind of difference makes it possible
to be much more radical in my decisions to create static
situations, or rather situations where not much movement
appears for a very long period of time. This is different from
an installation context where I can work with an almost
infinite time.
17.47
JS: What I found interesting when I saw your concert in Naples
was the way the white light created a completely »new« kind
of outline in terms of shaping the body. A traditional way to
outline the body with light is to light a white backdrop so
that you get a nice smooth form. But with this other kind of
lighting, where the source creates the surface in itself, the
outline was »bitmapped« and not really connecting.
CN: It was important to have this kind of light. I didn’t want a
projection. I wanted something that was more like an object,
in which the object itself gives the light.
When performing on my own, I concentrate on the sound
to start with. It’s really important that the sound is precise
and selected. And the graphical images follow a certain
vocabulary, which is pre-defined. So the images don’t follow
the sound that precise, it’s more like they change within
certain structures.
22.00
JS: What about the images, could you say that they represent
an interpretation of your sound?
CN: There’s no basic reason for me being on stage. So
instead of me imitating the movement of an instrument I
wanted to have someone else doing this. Consequently, the
visuals are performing the movement of the piece. In the
end, it is the visuals that are performing the sound. Not me.
23.58
JS: You are using the word »movement«. This is obviously
connected to a choreographic context for me.
CN: There have been times when dance was swell, if you for
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JS: In terms of material, is it always function that decides the
material or is the material in itself important because of its
own qualities?
CN: The material has an incredible role in content and I think
the decision of material is one of the main serious decisions
to visualize and confirm the content of a piece. So for me the
decision of material and content is almost the same.
33.12
JS: Wouldn’t you say that this is a quite unfashionable
standpoint in art today?
CN: [laugh] I’m happy if I’m unfashionable because that
might make my pieces different from other people. And I
think it’s very important that we’re all different. I would be
really scared if we were all the same.
33.40

instance look at Lev Theremin. His inventions tried to catch
movements and transfer them to light and sound. This was
in the early 20th century, when people really tried to shift the
borders. What is creating what? And I like this idea of shifting
borders. I always liked that, defusing the borders.
25.45
JS: In my working-process, I’m obsessed a lot about a
certain kind of order. Measuring and Timing is an essential
part of building structures and systems. I have this idea about
irregularities needing a kind of structure to actually be visible.
CN: The moment you are measuring and defining things,
you are at the same time absorbed by chaos and disorder.
For me these things are connected, a way of thinking and
conceptualizing what I’m doing. If you are obsessed with
measure you will be interested in what’s happening inbetween the grids.
32.17

A conversation with Carsten Nicolai by Jens Sethzman
Jens Sethzman: Have you ever been approached to do
stage productions?
Carsten Nicolai: There was one request recently, but I
haven’t been that interested actually, for several reasons. In
one of my latest works called fades I was dealing with black
cubes. I’ve mainly used white cubes before to show things,
but for some of the selections I used black cubes, which has
a reference to theatre. Because theatre is of course a black
cube. I find it a bit tricky to bring them too close to theatre
so that’s the maximum I can go where I can have control
of it. Also, I find it difficult with the short production process
in theatre, where you sometimes can’t control everything to
100%. I guess it’s a problem for me to work like that.
4.49
J S: Another problem is of course the interpretation of text.
C N: I’m not that interested in narratives and theatre is based
on narratives. Another thing is that many people have tried
to »defuse« the idea of this box you’re looking into, in terms
of the relationship between audience and stage. But I don’t
think there are that many possibilities with this »looking
into«. It is still one perspective. And theatre is a front and a
backside, which I never really could understand. I’ve been
backstage on the theatre and was totally fascinated with all
this technology and can’t really understand why it’s all hidden. I
have a problem with the concept of hiding so much technology
in order to imitate a picture that you can see only from one
side. I want to make a distinction between faking things on
one hand and work with it as pure material on the other.
10.33
[We dwell on the pictures from the syn chron-installation.
Nicolai describes syn chron as a merge, a performance
without any performing, as well as an installation. The
architectonic space works as a generator of the timeline
for sound and vector graphics. It combines light and sound,
and an attached sound system makes the floor and panels
function like a huge speaker system. There is a long
»notation line» for the sound and image-flow printed in the
catalogue and this makes me think about the big difference
between dance and theatre. Theatre is not actually occupied
in a conscious way about time, whereas in dance time is
nearly always a defining factor.
This is of course based on the close relationship between
movement and music. In my own work, this started when I
did my first collaboration with Norwegian Choreographer Ina
Christel Johannessen in 1995. The piece, Happy Hunting,
was entirely built on a timeline related to the musical score.
Instead of basing the design on the actual movement material,
we created a visual notation that defined the dramaturgy of
the piece. Before anything else, the light defined time and

The material has an incredible role in content and I think the
decision of material is one of the main serious decisions to
visualize and confirm the content of a piece. So for me the
decision of material and content is almost the same.

If you’re making music with other people
You’re only as good as the worst person is.
JS: Could you trace back where you are as an artist in terms
of where you come from? I mean, coming from the former
GDR and dealing with these formalistic issues?
CN: I was confronted with these questions from the beginning,
in school already and then when starting with arts. So for me
this is not a theme anymore. I’m done with it. Maybe that’s
the difference to artists today. Growing up today, in Europe
or America, in a very rich and saturated environment with all
the possibilities at hand, you have the problem of too many
possibilities.
The problem for people from the East, the ex-communist
countries, was that before, we wanted to have a choice but
didn’t get it, whereas now we have the choice but lack the
money. You could ask about 70-80% of the people coming
from this Eastern context and you realize that almost all of
them are trapped in this. There were two main differences
between East and West: different meaning of money and
different perception of time.
41.18
JS: Different perception of time?
CN: It’s like with Marthaler. You extend a theatre play let’s
say 4 hours. If you survive these 4 hours you have a total
different state of mind; you can do something totally different
with the people in the room after a couple of hours. This is
the only time when I could compare what someone did with
me to what’s in a theatre play. And I thought it was brilliant
because it recalls this kind of situation.
We didn’t live in a communist society, we lived in a society
that had this idea of building up a communist state and ended
up very poor. The beauty of the idea of building up an equal
society is something else.
45.37
JS: Leaving the East behind and moving in another direction:
I’m curious about the concept around the design of the rasternoton Label. You almost get an idea that you shouldn’t get to
many preconceived ideas with your releases?
CN: Basically we want the releases to sit on its own by not
bringing too much context in it. But after releasing records
for 10 years now I have the feeling that I should give a little
bit more information. We’re changing, getting older and now
maybe the time is right for some background information.
It was a radical thing in the beginning but now when I see
a Massive Attack-release looking like an early raster-notonrelease, with a very pure cover and minimal information, I
think let’s do it different again.
48.00

JS: But isn’t it so that you become even more aware of the
information that is given when it’s so little?
CN: Sure. But the other side of it is that you create information
by not giving any, meaning that you give space for rumors
and people making things up. Especially on the Internet.
For example, I have a Myspace-site that is not made by me.
Somebody has made this site where you can post feedbacks
to me, which is someone else. Since I haven’t taken care of
that someone else did.
I’ve always been aware of the necessity to talk about what
I’m doing, because an interview is released in a completely
different media than a CD. I’ve never been that strict about
it and have always been very happy about someone being
interested in what I’m doing. Now it’s actually more of a timeissue, to actually be able to do it. I never tried to connect
interviews too strongly with my artistic work or making a
statement by not making an interview.
52.35
JS: You used to paint, didn’t you?
CN: I still do!
52.51
JS: Part of my background is as a painter, but I never felt that
I got anywhere so I started experimenting with light instead.
CN: I think painting is about light.
53.13
JS: When I changed direction I also realized that I could use time
as a different factor. Even though I consider time an extremely
important part of painting, it wasn’t present in my work until the
physical appearance of light came into my hands.
CN: For me, painting is always about perception and light.
It was never really a problem to move from one thing to
another. I grew up in an open art community in the 80´s
when things really started to open up. There weren’t any
big differences between the different art fields. People were
switching constantly between theatre, film, performance,
music, painting and so on.
In the kind of movement where I grew up we had this punkish
attitude, while in the West it was all these genius dilettantes
like Einstürzende Neubauten, we had this attitude that we
could do anything. And in a way I kept this attitude [laugh].
58.18
JS: I know you are working under a couple of aliases.
CN: Right, there are a few: noto, alva noto, cyclo, opto and so
on. But they are different projects, always relating to specific
ideas. They are sometimes artist names and at the same time
project names. I love this kind of anonymous situation where
a person creates a personality. This was very common in the
music I grew up with. Look at Mike Inc or Aphex Twin; I don’t
know how many names they’ve had for themselves. I love

that concept in a way. And I always thought that it’s really
interesting: music can do that, whereas art doesn’t do it.
1.00.19
JS: I get this feeling that the music world is more open
towards collaborations as opposed to the art field. That the
music field in some part is more open-minded compared to
other art fields. Or is this just an illusion?
CN: I’ve been thinking a lot about that and maybe there’s
no clear answer. But one thing that came up in the past is:
if you make music with other people, you’re only as good
as the worst person is. In art, for some reason we always
talk about solitudes. Isolated, single persons. That’s funny,
in a society where we all know that basically these kinds
of solitudes don’t exist anymore. But still we create these
singular persons that become icons. Maybe it’s because the
whole system needs icons - not only the economical system
but also the perceptible one.
1.05.52
JS: Takashi Ikegami proposes that there exist mutations of
looped structures within artificial systems. I read somewhere
that this »informed« your early starting points about mistakes
and errors.
CN: Yes, he wrote an article called Active mutations of selfreproducing networks, machines and tapes (1996). This
was during a period when scientists were really interested
in creating artificial intelligence. Basically what they did was
giving a computer program the possibility to calculate or loop.
At some point errors appeared, so this loop produced different
results than expected. They looked into the pattern of these
errors to see if there was any kind of artificial intelligence
inside of that. Was there a rule? What was it doing exactly? I
found this metaphorically very interesting and this also refers
to what we were talking about earlier in terms of measuring,
order and disorder. The moment they got interested in the
irregularities inside this very logical system they had a new
starting point: researching intelligence inside a mechanical
computerized algorithmic system. I found this fantastic, how
the error itself got such an important role. If you talk about
individualism or artistic language, then the error itself would
probably bring us to the point where the language differs
from the others and becomes the main issue.
In a computer system it’s easy to force an error just by
overloading everything.
1.09.30
JS: And in the analogue context?
CN: By just messing up things, totally messing up things. And
later you realize that this messing up changed the theme.

alva noto.xerrox / audio visuals live / 2006 / centre pompidou, paris, france / photo: © centre pompidou

We didn’t live in a communist society, we lived in a society that had this idea of building
up a communist state and ended up very poor. The beauty of the idea of building up an
equal society is something else.

The Grapic language
of FREEDOM

For a long time I have been fascinated by RV (recreational vehicles) graphic design and also graphic design elements on tourist
coaches. The only reasonable explanation for such features is that they are supposed to communicate a sense of freedom. Possibly
the owners of the RVs want to say: “We’re on vacation and having a great time.” The way the vans look is apparently not enough;
there have to be stickers with “mysterious” graphic design elements. Because no one could possibly misunderstand what an RV is,
or think that people drive to work in them, or could they? If you see an RV on the road you pretty much know it’s an RV.
As a graphic designer I feel a need to figure out the reason for these graphic design elements. What was the process that led up to
them? What did the customer ask for when he placed the order? Was it a simple case of: “Couldn’t you just draw something cool?”
Or: “You need to get a sense of speed.” Or possibly: “This car has a powerful diesel engine and a large bed recess, could you fit that
into a design?” When you look closer at them, you start to wonder if they are conventionalized symbols. It’s a bit ironic that the most
obviously conventionalized symbol are waves, which bring the sea to mind, which in turn makes me think of boats. And though not
exactly the opposite, an RV is still a whole lot different than a boat.
The mystery deepens. I ask myself whether these kinds of figures are found elsewhere. I have a blurry memory of having seen
similar figures on sporty cars such as the VW Golf in the nineteen eighties. Perhaps the boring and simple explanation to our mystery
is that the boys from the eighties dreaming of “Miami Vice” and sports cars have grown up to be old men who realize their dreams
of freedom in RVs with similar graphics. Could this be the reason? And is this also the explanation of the graphic design elements
on tourist coaches, or do RVs just want to look like large coaches? Did the world of the RV start out with someone rebuilding an
old bus on which there was a logotype from a bus company, but then they removed the text and kept the figures around it? And
later they produced smaller RVs and they were supposed to look just as tough as the large ones? Or is it a question of trying to be
“rebellious,” sort of, “I’m so free that I can have two triangles, a few circles and a straight line on the side of my van,” that’s just the
kind of guy who I am?
It’s hard not to be fascinated and to go on delving further, though we might never know how these elements came to be. Nor does
it matter, other than as a piece of trivia, the same way as the question of the origin of serifs in certain fonts is not really important
for the work of the graphic designer. Or, if you look at Microsoft Word you will see an icon that means save. But when was the last
time you saved to a floppy disk? And if you ask a six-year-old, she will answer without hesitation: Save! If you ask what the image
represents, she will shake her head. A dead metaphor.
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I argue that these graphic doodles are dead metaphors for freedom and happiness. And how they came to be does not matter any
more. Though it is a bit odd that this is the result, but collectively we all know, and agree that they symbolize freedom.

8

9

6

1. Opposite side: Could this be a teepee, or a meadow perhaps?
2. Top of this side: What’s this? By using a little imagination you can see a bend in the road with two squares.
3. Beware of bumps, or is the sun setting?
4. I wonder, are these more cubes taking a ride in a curve?
5. Can you make something of this, or is it just beautiful? Note how smooth it blends with the real mud from the wheel. Smart!
6. Funky!
7. Here’s the typical tourist coach.
8 This might be a bit too simple; there’s a sail on the front door. The same van as in figure 10.
9. This is freedom.
10. Bottom of this page. The sea!

7

– Bo Madestrand

Over the next few pages, Merge presents a series of stills from ”Kosta 3:30”. If you
ever get a chance to see the movie in its entirety, do not miss it.

The soundtrack, by Carsten Nicolai, is just as sparse and minimalist as the images.
You certainly can’t dance to it.

There is no voice-over. The movie will tell you nothing about Bruno Mathsson,
Kosta, or the fate of the houses. There is no linearity, seasons change inexplicably
outside the tainted windows. The building is portrayed as a state of mind, rather
than a fixed object.

Stills from a movie by
Mikael Olsson and Andreas Roth.

That is a good thing, of course. But the broken glass panes, the dust, the cobwebs,
the shattered mosaics – those are some of the main characters of the movie. Just
like the Romantics realized, we find beauty in the sublime, the passing of time,
man’s insignificance – just think of the ruins of ancient Greece or the palaces along
the Canal Grande in Venice. Who would like to see them all fixed up and pretty?

Kosta 3:30
Elvis Costello famously said that writing about music is like dancing about
architecture. Mikael Olsson and Andreas Roth’s short movie ”Kosta 3:30” presents a
similar dilemma. It is a movie about a house. Or, to be precise, a group of connected
row houses. But it isn’t a documentary. Rather, it is a portrait of a building.
The row houses were built for the foremen at the Kosta Glassworks factory in
southern Sweden. They were designed by architect Bruno Mathsson, more famous
for his bent-wood furniture. Mathsson only built a handful of houses during his
career, making the row houses in Kosta unique. However, the buildings were
deserted decades ago, and have been in a state of decay ever since.
When Olsson and Roth started their project, the future of the buildings was uncertain. But since, the local authorities have started restoring them, with the aim of
creating a visitors’ center at the site.

So you might say that Olsson and Roth have created a memento mori, expressed
through architecture. The ghost of Bruno Mathsson looms heavily in the shadows.
But ”Kosta 3:30” isn’t a sentimental movie, nor is it a bio-pic. The images are
static close-ups, never revealing the exterior in its entirety. Both Olsson and Roth
are visual artists, and the film was obviously created with an art audience in mind
– other viewers might find the long, monotonous shots boring. There certainly
isn’t much drama going on, when a red car passes in the background it creates a
startling effect.

Kosta 3:30

Kosta 3:30

Existensminimum

Love Hurts

An interview with musical masochist Magnus Henriksson
of Existensminimum.
By Patrik Forshage. Photos by Andreas Karperyd.

To meet Existensminimum live for the first time is a shock and a kick. My debut was at the Debaser rock club one of those rare nights
when Stockholm is so hot you leave your summer jacket at home, even though you know it will be a late night. Large parts of the audience were so starved for warmth and sun they decided to stay in the outdoor bar, and thus they missed Existensminimum’s short and
hyper intense gig indoors. They don’t know it, but in less than six months they will be sorry and regret their decision. By then Existensminimum will be the hottest ticket in town.

Inside, Magnus Henriksson literally bled for
us. He danced and did somersaults. He hung
upside down from the ceiling pipes with the
microphone halfway down his throat. He hit
himself with the microphone, he fell headlong
backwards and hit his head, he was knocked
over with a guitar and he dove straight into
the drummer and his kit. The gig started
slowly, with his cute jerks with the hips, and
soon escalated into something that makes
Iggy Pop look his age and Lux Interior appear
careful and laidback.

sibilities the stage offers beforehand, how the ceiling looks, but I never plan
what to do. I just like big gestures, simple as that. I have only been the front
man for maybe 25 to 30 gigs. During the first few gigs I was kind of soft and
careful. I have tried to develop my act from that point on and expanded what
I allow myself to do. Nowadays I might do pretty much anything. Sure, it may
seem destructive, or self-destructive, but when I say that I might do anything
it could just as well be about giving away candy to the audience, or handing out water to drink, like the quasi-religious singer Thomas DiLeva. I don’t
drink alcohol, so I have had to find other ways to compensate, like taking a
beating. I am the kind of person who easily ends up in unhealthy behaviour,
having had problems with alcohol and stuff in the past. I have been in and out
of different kinds of substance abuse, always denying my problems.

More than anything else Existensminimum sang.
He sang in a way that made the ordinarily homogeneous audience of laddish stamp collectors
burn their collections and embrace the rapture.
He sang in a way that made the usually very few
girls in an ordinary indie audience mysteriously
multiply by seven.

So I have heard.
– Within myself I carry this wish not to have to take responsibility. The first
time I have tried some mind-changing substance or other, alcohol or something else, it has always been the best experience I ever had. I still remember
the first time I was drunk, it was absolutely fantastic. But I always get carried
away; I can’t control it. And right now I have to make a choice. I’ve got three
kids depending on me, and that is a responsibility that I neither can nor want
to get away from. I don’t think substance abuse has anything to do with being weak in character, or anything. For me it’s only that when the problems
stack high I tend to look for simple solutions.

After his outbursts on stage Magnus sits quietly
in a sofa backstage, sipping his sparkling water and appearing so polite and nice it almost
seems unnatural. He notices whoever he’s talking to with a stare that burns into your skin, and
like a good salesman he is careful to include your
name in every other sentence, creating a feeling
of confidentiality. “I think it would be very nice
if we could meet in the park tomorrow. I could
bring my family, Patrik, so that they could have a
picnic and maybe take a swim while we talk.”
The next day we meet at a children’s playground
in an inner city park, where Magnus has supplied
his family with takeaway pizza in the scorching
sun. We sit in the grass, from time to time interrupted by one of Magnus’s three kids wanting to
tell him some exciting adventure from the pond
where they play. The contrast to the self-destructive savage on stage is striking.
– This contrast is good. I’m not a one-dimensional character, and I don’t always know what
I want. I am trying to explore something within
myself, which is something more people should
do. As long as you don’t hurt others it is a good
thing to explore your feelings – you can’t divide
them into good or bad ones. Every kind of feeling is good. The music and the stage is a little
like therapy for me, like primal therapy. First you
shout for a while, and later you realize what you
want to express when you shout. I haven’t come
that far yet, though.
But how do you feel? I’m worried about you.
– Usually I don’t notice the effect of what happened on stage until the next day, when the
bruises start to hurt. But yesterday I think I
bumped my head into something, and that hurt
right away. It isn’t so bad though, and I know that
the human body is designed to be able to take
a beating. The worst thing I experienced was a
bruised lip. I swung the microphone around my
throat, and it hit my mouth. That was tough, you
want to look good on stage but it failed with the
bruised lip only two songs into the gig.
I have never seen anything like what you did
to yourself on stage. And I have seen Lux Interior from The Cramps and Iggy Pop a number of times through the years. Is your stage
act a well-planned and rehearsed one, or is it
spontaneous?
- I haven’t seen more than maybe a few videos by Iggy Pop, and I haven’t even heard The
Cramps. I don’t want to copy anyone, and I definitely don’t plan to lose my head. If you don’t do
that kind of thing from intuition it only looks ridiculous. But Iggy Pop might be somewhere in the
back of my head. I don’t think so, but it’s possible. I think my way of moving on stage comes
from above, from below, from within. All right, it
does happen that I try to investigate what pos-

When I was preparing for this meeting I spoke to some people who had
known you in the past, and they said that you have quite a few dark
secrets. Is, or rather was, alcohol the cause of your inner darkness? Or
was it a symptom? Or maybe your medication?
– Wow. That’s an interesting question. I have’nt really analyzed that part of
my life. Maybe it’s all three things. At first it’s a symptom, then it becomes
a solution and then of course it turns into a problem. The downward spiral
gets faster, and it keeps getting darker. To me it’s a desire to get away from
everything, it’s so fucking self-centered. I don’t care about anyone but myself
in those moments, I only think about taking care of my own needs. That kind
of self-absorption is extremely unattractive, but that is something I’m afraid I
have in common with many other people.
Is your ever-wilder stage persona another example of that same addict
behavior, wanting more and more?
– No, I don’t think so. My stage behavior isn’t entirely selfish, it’s a way of
communicating. But I don’t know where it will take me; it’s like doing a painting. Only when it’s done you’re able to step away from it and see how it
turned out.

How do you prepare for such a discharge?
– There are no special routines. I tend to be shit
scared until the afternoon before a gig. What if
no one shows up, you know? Then it passes.
Yesterday I had my cell phone stolen during the
soundcheck. I could hear it ringing, but when I
was going to see who had called it was gone. I
was pissed off, and that was a good thing, because I didn’t have time to be nervous.
Is my observation that there are more girls
in your audience than what is usual at indie
gigs. Correct?
– I’m used to that from playing drums with
Moneybrother, so I haven’t really thought about
it. When I saw The Flaming Lips I noticed that
there was a much more mixed crowd than usual.
I don’t know, this may be way wrong, but The
Flaming Lips do large gestures, just like me. That
maybe attracts a different kind of audience?I like
shoe-gazing, but for myself I have to meet the
audience, I have to communicate. I don’t want
to be mystical. Sure, I enjoy metaphors, but the
reason behind a metaphor is to explain, not to
conceal or hide. I have heard artists explain that
their lyrics isn’t a diary. I’m the opposite of that.
Well, not really, because, a diary is aimed only
at yourself, but make no mistake about my lyrics being about me. If I didn’t get to express my
thoughts and my feelings I’d have to keep them
within myself. That’s when I have to be sedated,
and go for drinks or drugs.
Nine musicians on stage. But only one of them
is Existensminimum, and that is Magnus.
– When I was playing with Anders Wendin’s
Moneybrother I thought it was unclear if it was
he or the band that was Moneybrother. I decided
that when I went on my own I wouldn’t make
that mistake. But I did exactly the same mistake
anyway; I made a mess of it. But Existensminimum is me. When I was putting a band together
for my first gig I looked all over the place, and
the musicians I found were not all people I had
known before. I wanted at least one girl, so that
it wouldn’t be such a laddish thing, and asked
around. Naima was quite a catch. There aren’t
that many around who can handle a sampler like
that on stage, and who at the same time has a
real interest in my kind of music. She has played
at every Existensminimum gig. But it is a band
that isn’t too tightly put together. Mostly we are
nine people on stage, but sometimes the horn
section gets time off. You could say that I have
a Existensminimum pool, to pick musicians to
each gig from. Peter Morén replaced Björn Yttling on bass. They play together in Peter Bjorn &
John, and Peter has exactly that calmness that I
imagine a great bass player should have. I fill in
when other people make mistakes, but he can do
almost anything. I have known Henrik Svensson
for a long time. I used to be an engineer at a local rock club, where his band Fint Tillsammans
played a lot, so we started to hang out. Then both
of us joined Moneybrother and stuck together. I
can’t stop myself when I speak about what he
means to me. He’s one of the best guitarists on
earth, playing both jerky and well timed. We are
very alike, we enjoy the same kinds of things.
And on stage Henrik is almost as crazy as
yourself. His headlong dive across the drum
kit yesterday looked even more dangerous
than yours.
– I haven’t realized that until lately. I’m so into
what I’m doing, and it took a while until I noticed that he also lets himself go berserk. But
like yesterday, when he just grabs all the strings
and pulls like it’s a bow. When he lets go the
strings have turned to dust, and his hand is a
bloody mess.
Existensminimum’s album Last night my head
tried to explode and I wrote everything down

was released in May. It goes in many different directions, often at the same time, and the listener
finds himself with his heart in his mouth, worrying that Magnus won’t be able to pull it off, that
it’s going to fall apart. Live Existensminimum’s
music is more uniform, but on the other hand
you have to worry about whether Magnus is going to hurt himself real bad.

Like?
– Movies, for example. Roy Andersson – he is
great. His movies are huge and epic, and very
much punk, at the same time. He is so damn
angry, and yet he realizes that the only thing he
can change is his movies. I imagine him as a
perfectionist, very self-critical, and I recognize
myself in that.

Artists surely shouldn’t make records as diverse as yours if they want to make a name
for themselves?
– The reviews were mixed. Almost every objection is about the record pulling in too many directions. But no one has found it meaningless.
They say that I want to embrace too much, and
that is true. Someone wrote that it was totally
over-inspired, and that’s true as well. I’m being
inspired by so damned much. So I’m listening
to the objections and try to make constructive
use of them. My past records have been pulling in far too many directions, so with Last night
my head tried to explode and I wrote everything
down my intention was to make a record that
stuck together as a whole. And it feels that way
to me, it reflects my personality. Maybe it’s my
personality that pulls into too many directions? If
that’s the case, that’s OK. As long as it’s not that
chameleon thing, where you’re one person for
five minutes, and then another the next five.

You tend to be critical of yourself?
– Very much so. The album would never have
been finished if it wasn’t for my friend Henrik,
the guitarist. I enlisted him as executive producer, and he really helped me a lot. “It doesn’t
matter if you hit a wrong note”, he said, just like
I always say to those I produce. He scheduled
the recording, “That song has to be recorded on
Monday, this one on Tuesday.” It worked fine,
we missed the deadline we had decided on by
only a week. But I have a tendency to make myself and my own needs a low priority. I put everything into the band Pascal while I produced
their record, but didn’t allow myself anything at
all. That was the reason I quit Moneybrother,
I wanted to force myself to look after my own
needs.

It makes it difficult for people to classify
your music, which could keep it away from
an audience that would appreciate it. Indie,
electronica, crooners, drone. The word Kraut
seems to appear in every reviewer’s attempts
to describe your music, somewhere even
pompous Kraut.
– Well, yes. But I’m not sure what Kraut means.
I’ve been listening to bands like My Bloody Valentine, and I like the combination of beauty and
noise. Lately I’ve discovered Spacemen 3, but
they were forerunners in that kind of music. But
Kraut? I like Kraftwerk a lot, but surely they’re
not really Kraut.
Can, Jaki Liebzeit and Holger Czukay’s band
in the early 70s?
– No. Never heard of them. Neu, on the other
hand. Neu are great. It’s the kind of music that
sounds like it’s on rails, you know, for 20 minutes.
The same goes for Kalle from Bear Quartet; he
has a project called Paper that sounds just like
that.
Jazz?
– No. Well, I like Astrud Gilberto. Her albums are
all over my house, but nothing else. My parents
used to listen to a lot of jazz, which might have
influenced me without my knowing it. But that
was the queer kind of jazz. Sorry, I didn’t mean
it to come out like that, but it was nothing like
the avant-garde or anything. I used to play with
Victor Brobacke and those guys in Chihuahua
for a long time, and that influenced me a lot.
From me to you on my album is a jazz song, you
know. Electronic music, on the other hand, even
techno, has been very important to me. I lived
in London in the early 90s, and during that time
I only went to raves. Aphex Twin is still huge in
my world. He is so much punk in his attitude,
and that’s what I want to celebrate within myself. Having a hero like that might explain why I
see a continuous trait through my music, where
others don’t, by the way. I really don’t listen to
a lot of music at all, at least compared to how it
used to be. I have three kids, which means that I
don’t have much time. The fact that I have music
as my profession – I haven’t had a decent job in
ten years – and have my studio at home, also
takes away some of the enjoyment of listening
to other people’s music. I’m more inspired by
other kinds of things.

The balalaika orchestra on Running Down
Everyone has made a stir.
– Yeah, that was fun. It’s this guy making albums
reading fairytales in my old studio on Gotland.
He got The Balalaika Orchestra of Gotland for
one of his recordings. Right away I knew I wanted to use them for myself as well.
Did you have a song screaming for a balalaika orchestra, or did you decide on the orchestra first, and looked for the right song for
them later?
– The latter. I went through my songs, and pretty
fast decided on Running Down Everyone. It’s an
old song that I had grown pretty tired of, so I
wanted to remake it in a different way anyway. I
achieved two different goals in one strike.
You and your family have left Gotland to live
in an old school outside of Stockholm. Some
kind of ecological hippie decision, I take it.
– Not at all. That sounds like a parody. We’re
not trying to get away from civilization. On the
contrary, I feel like home here. But sometimes
you get the feeling of being confined in the city.
It’s not like we are politically correct ecologists,
we’ve got a tumble drier.
You seem to be quite satisfied?
– Yes. I am.
Magnus’s eyes wander toward the pond, where
his oldest daughter has just found a new friend.
He collects the two remaining pizza slices from
the kids’ meal, and smiles.
– I found a way to find calmness when I need it.
When I start to blame and dislike myself, that’s
when it’s hard to find peace. That’s when I drink
and abuse drugs. I think I have found the key
now, though. The key is that I don’t always have
to compare every thought and every decision to
my ideals before I utter them aloud. I don’t have
to feel the pressure to be somebody.

It might seem impossible to turn the extreme flatness of Japanese artist Tabaimo’s video work into a three-dimensional
space. Her animated films are made from the most exquisite pictures, drawn in a style that has references to
anime, manga and traditional Japanese woodcuts. With the same flatness as these art forms, Tabaimo’s drawings
consequently lack every hint of a naturalistic perspective although the subject matter of the films is common enough.
Set in ordinary, city milieus, the stories depicted are populated with stereotypic characters caught in the routines
of everyday life – these are ordinary people like the ones you meet in the bus or the tube, presented in common
situations. But the style of the animations and the obvious handicraft that lies behind her video work transform the
prosaic subject and makes the ordinary appear quite unique. Can everyday life really be this beautiful? It sure appears
that way, although at second glance the pictures might make you feel a bit uneasy. And further on you realize that
beautiful is not everything in Tabaimo’s work, as the ordinary situations she shows soon metamorphose into all kinds
of absurd scenarios. The everyday might not be so monotonous after all. Coming to think of it, maybe each of us lives
a life less ordinary?

The Video, the Performance and the Honourable Bath.

Had it not been for Tabaimo’s way of presenting her videos, spatiality would be
the last thing to cross the viewer’s mind when watching them. On the other hand,
the handling of space was perhaps one of the most striking characteristics in the
Japanese Bathhouse – Gents, when presented at the James Cohan Gallery in
New York in 2005. Unlike Tabaimo’s earlier work, Japanese Bathhouse is a piece
that deals less with the anxiety that permeates modern life as it concentrates
instead on traditions in recline. The old Japanese practice of ofuro, the
honourable bath, has developed and secured ceremonial rules around the habit
of collective cleaning, but in contemporary Japan this ancient institution has lost
ground. Tabaimo’s animations unfold in slow pace so that the spectator gets
plenty of time to dissect the well-padded bathers as they unbutton their shirts,
untie their shoes and finally in a spooky manner unzip their skins. When the film
ends the drain is pulled. Like water in a tub, the animated setting disappears.
In the Japanese Bathhouse-installation in New York, the scenes from the film
were projected onto three walls in the boxlike room. They surrounded a square
space that resembled a stage for performance, which in turn was occupied
with yellow buckets with water. But despite the obvious references to a theatrical
space, it was clear that the gallery visitors were not the ones meant to occupy
the stage. However appealed they might have been, they were not supposed
to enter the marked off space but only watch the videos from a distance. The
spectators peeked into the world of a Japanese bathhouse like Peeping Toms
and the message appeared to be that this world was forbidden to dip in to for the
uninitiated. Tabaimo’s Japanese Bathhouse pictured a world that is slowly being
erased from Japanese culture. It also stated the outsider’s limited access to this
space, as well as to the culture it represents. As non-bathing gallery visitors in
New York it was only possible to experience the scenes – the ofuro – from afar.
Japanese Bathhouse – Gents appears to be the perfect base for a live
performance: projections and buckets are placed as if being part of a theatre’s
set design; the film has an intriguing content and, finally, the plot has a
dramaturgic structure that comes close to classic Japanese theatre. The frame
is already there, such as a marked space, a thrilling plot, and scenography, and
so all that is needed to get a performance are a couple of performers to fill the
space with. In fact, is not that what scenography used to be only a few decades
ago? A flat, two-dimensional frame for live actors; a backdrop that provided the
basic information on the time and place of the plot? Sometimes the value of
scenography rose above that, however, if a well-known artist had been engaged
as scenographer for the production. In these cases, the most essential point
would always be to let the choice of scenographer/artist show. What would be
the point in engaging prestigious names such as Léger, Picasso or Dalì and
paying loads of money for it if the artists, in turn, subordinated themselves to
the dramatic idea to such a degree that the audience could not make out their
artistic trademarks in the set design? Did not people in fact come to see the
same art, but live?
The Bathhouse-installation had plenty of features that would tempt quite a
few directors. Little surprise then that this work inspired choreographer Ohad
Naharin, artistic leader of Batsheva Dance Company, to a dance performance
that was eventually staged at the Jewish Theatre in Stockholm, in the spring
2006. Naharin created a dance performance around Tabaimo’s work. Using
the animations as starting point and keeping both the spatial structure of the
artist’s installation as well as the slow tempo that characterizes her piece, he
reconstructed parts of the Japanese Bathhouse-animation in collaboration with
Tabaimo. Together they produced an artwork that was on the one hand a new
artistic creation and on the other a logical development of the original video
work. It was – so to speak – the same art, but live.

Or was it?

It would be easy to claim that from a scenographic point of view, Naharin’s dance
production was a slightly modernized return to the old concept of live paintings
on stage. On the other hand, there are too many aspects that contradict that
picture and when put together they undoubtedly undermine the comparison.
In fact, the collaboration between Tabaimo and Naharin ended in one of this
year’s most inventive events in scenography. It has nothing to do with either the
quality of the choreography or the style of the space for performance; rather, it
depends on the interaction and integration of the two. They merged in the most
fundamental way possible in this production, creating a very different sense of
space and time in the performance.
Ohad Naharin named the piece Furo, thus removing the honourable “o” from
the Japanese term and providing a more colloquial touch to the subject matter
of the performance. Unlike a conventional performance, Naharin’s Furo lacked
both a closed space as well as a traditionally structured time. The piece was
formed as a 40-minute loop under which the spectators/visitors could (as in
any bathhouse) come and go as they pleased. As spectator, you could enter
the performance space at any time and leave whenever you wanted to, but you
could also re-enter it after a visit to the theatre’s bar or lavatories (that too as
in any bathhouse). The whole experience was in that respect similar to that of
watching the original video work, Japanese Bathhouse – Gents. When it comes
to video art, no artist can bank on getting an audience that sits through his or
her film from start to finish. As consequence, video works are bound to be very
differently received depending on when the viewer begins to watch and – not
least – his or her endurance.
Instead of revising this aspect of Tabaimo’s original video installation, Naharin
kept a similar mode of exposure. By doing so, the viewing situation at the James
Cohan Gallery in New York came to decide the form of the choreographed work
at the Jewish Theatre in Stockholm. Japanese Bathhouse – Gents controlled
the fundamental structure of the spacetime of Furo in a way that scenography
normally never do. Whereas the term ofuro connotes ceremony and tradition,
the word furo breaks with the noble connection to having a bath. Simultaneously,
Furo breaks with the conventions of performance, loosening the ties of space
and time, which in theatre are as ceremonial and traditional as ever the classic
Japanese ofuro.
Relatively often, spoken theatre becomes so tangled up in the words that
scenography ends up being their visual support system. Dance companies,
on the other hand, are for obvious reasons free of such restrictions and with
this in mind it might not be so surprising that such an interesting event (from
a scenographic point of view) appears in a dance production. Tabaimo and
Naharin took the essence of Japanese Bathhouse – Gents and turned it into
a live performance. But instead of transforming the form of the video work so
that it would be more performance-like, they let the performance adopt the
characteristic form of the video installation, such as the loop and the open
performance space. Maybe that gives us the same artwork, but live. And maybe,
it need not be so bad after all.
– Malin Holdar

Lars Norén and the

Rhetoric of Submission

Parabasis In 1998, the Swedish dramatist Lars
Norén staged his play Category 3:1 [Personkrets 3:1. Morire di classe] at the Royal Dramatic
Theatre in Stockholm. In what turned out to be
one of the major Swedish theatre events of the
decade, Norén ruthlessly uncovered the abysmal
agony of a whole deteriorating social class of
drug addicts and prostitutes. The play drew large
audiences, and although the social content of the
performance was widely discussed, it is interesting to notice that this was not what caught the
immediate attention of the media. Instead, news
reports focused on a minor part at the end of the
play where “The Author”, in a ten-minute monologue, scandalized parts of the Swedish cultural
establishment. Among the persons attacked were
the monumental Ingmar Bergman and his “infantile position of power” at the Royal Dramatic.
As usual, the tabloids were the ones most upset
about the thing. Bergman simply called Norén a
genius, and Norén maintained that the person he
had been most ruthless towards was himself.

By Patrik Mehrens

There is really no point in analyzing the media
happenings of this event any further. Interesting
is rather how Norén in Category 3:1 put a classical dramatic device in interaction with mass
media in order to produce a subtle comment on
and complication of the author’s status in relation to his writings or to the realities he depicts
or creates. The device Norén used was a variant
of the parabasis, i.e. a method of illusion-breaking known from ancient comedy. One example
is Aristophanes’ The Frogs, where the choir, during the latter part of the play, steps out of the
fiction and addresses the audience directly. The
ancient parabasis often contained commentaries on contemporary social life, and served as an
entertaining, yet critical point of transition from
fiction to non-fiction. This illusion-breaking device was later theoretically adapted by the German Romanticists. For Schlegel, it identified the
important Romantic irony, which he described as
“eine permanente Parekbase”, i.e. a constant reminder of the detachment of aesthetic discourse
from reality, thus also a sign of the unbridgeable
abyss between language and reality, and consequently of the poem’s ambition to overcome its
own fragmentary expression and establish a transcendental link to other realities.
In Category 3:1, Norén addresses both the ancient and the Romantic understanding of parabasis. The voice of the author interferes with
the dramatic illusion in an act of accusation and
confession that refers directly to cultural life as
known by the audience. Through this, the author
also makes the borderline between the play and
real life tangible, as well as the impossibility of the
play to truthfully represent reality. By unmasking itself through the parabasis, the play points
at its own futility in the face of the human lives
it depicts. Important is thus that the play is set
within an ironic context, but also that the author
achieves this context through the public sacrifice
of his own authority as an author. Through petty
comments on his own position in cultural life, he
no doubt makes himself a target of critical attention, and in fact compels media (and the audience) into base sensationalism. Of course, these
selfish and futile comments also fix the author
within the cultural establishment, and put him in
a ridiculously sharp contrast to the social situation
and the human debris that the drama displays.

It is important to acknowledge how Norén’s response to media points directly to the function of
the parabasis in Category 3:1. When Norén states
that his blunt attacks primarily exposed himself
to criticism, he clearly points to a function of the
parabasis that extends the factors involved in the
classical as well as the Romantic tradition. This is
also because the “reality” referred to in the parabasis, i.e. the reality of the Swedish cultural establishment, really has a more “mythical” and artificial status than the reality of the social life which
the play represents. The reality of the establishment is distant and out of reach for most of the
people in the audience. Nevertheless it is a reality
that can be immediately understood, verified and
assessed according to simple rules of gossip. The
world outside of the parabasis, the street lives of
drug addicts and prostitutes, is in reality much
closer to the world of the audience, or at least
of a much bigger concern. Yet it is continuously
obscured, made invisible by an unwillingness to
see it, and virtually impossible to understand. The
parabasis thus illuminates the familiarity of the
distant and the strangeness of what is absolutely
close. It shows us that “reality” is not something
which can be represented on stage, but rather always an effect of how significance, conclusions,
truths are being staged and produced.
It is important that this aspect of Norén’s illusionbreaking device transcends the implications within the ancient and Romantic use of the parabasis.
Parabasis is traditionally one of comedy’s answers
to the point of recognition, the climax, in tragedy.
However, instead of deepening the illusion and
dragging the audience further down the emotional abyss, the parabasis throws the masks and
turns away from illusion. It brings the audience
back to reality, to safe reality. Norén’s parabasis
is different. It turns its back on illusion indeed; in
fact, it ruins the ruthless naturalism established in
Category 3:1. This turn also brings the audience
back to reality, but not to safe reality. Rather to a
place made up of illusions. Instead of rescuing the
audience from the deceptions of theatre, it exposes
the spectators to their own illusionary assumptions
of the world. Norén often stated that his plays are
bright and reality dark. The darkness referred to no
doubt matches this point of illusion to which the
parabasis of Category 3:1 brings the viewer.
The ruining of one illusion in favor of another
testifies to the markedly paradoxical nature of
the illusion-breaking device. The parabasis is a
place for devastation. It ruins the performance
as well as the emotional content of the drama.
Yet, through this devastation it also opens a passage to a beyond that the illusionary drama itself
cannot represent. And it does so by letting “The
Author” ridicule himself in an act of perilous
self-irony. This self-irony can also be understood
as a staging of the author. At one point in the
monologue, “The Author” in fact dwells on the
predicaments of playwriting, and projects himself
as a kind of stage for the discourse. The passage
reads: “… what is written cannot be withdrawn...
or cancelled out, it is written beneath the words
and if there is no place to say it, then I’ll turn
myself into a place…” (my emphasis). To turn
oneself into a place in order to say what cannot
be withdrawn from the discourse, but which nevertheless belongs to the discourse, is exactly what
Norén does in the parabasis of Category 3:1. It
stages the author for the purpose of illuminating
what cannot be said within the illusion of the

play, i.e. what does not belong to the illusion of
the play, but to the illusion of the audience. This
is the reality which the play can never display.
Thus, the parabasis is a devastation of the play
which, through the self-irony of the author, also
opens the dramatic discourse for the audience.
The parabasis actually submits the drama to the
audience, and makes the audience’s associations,
prejudices and conclusions the mainstay of the
discourse. Although the author appears in the
parabasis, he also withdraws from the discourse;
he is exposed, but also disarmed. He exposes himself to a discourse which he can no longer control,
but which will be governed by the audience and
by media. He thereby withdraws as the authority
of meaning, as the mediator of truth, and opens
the drama for a virtually uncontrollable production
of meanings, meanings that can never be deduced
from the context of the play itself.
A rhetorical equivalent to this withdrawal, this
lending the initiative over to the audience, would
be the epitrope, indeed Norén’s own “Make
my day...”, where the spectator has to become
involved in the drama, become a part of it, has
to fulfill the action which is thrown towards him,
instead of passively receiving the message. The
submission, ironic or not, of the author to the audience, thus primarily carries this function: to confront the audience, not only with the reality that
the play represents, but with the reality in which
the audience stands. It is to bring the audience
back to itself and its insecure place in the world.
Ekphrasis By turning the drama towards a reality which the theatrical illusion cannot represent
by itself, the parabasis realizes a divergence of the
drama from itself, where one fraction of the play
is separated in order to unlock pathways to experiences unattainable through realistic illusion.
The parabasis sacrifices illusion in order to make
illusion tangible. For this reason, the device may
well be compared with the figure of ekphrasis in
Norén’s poetry (and drama), where the divergence towards impossible places and incongruous physical relationships exposes an equivalent
inclination towards aspects of reality that cannot
be grasped by the aesthetic discourse itself. The
ekphrasis is not primarily a figure of illusionbreaking, but it realizes a contrast between different levels of representation in a way that resembles
the contradiction of different levels of reality in
the parabasis. Norén seldom or never interprets,
analyzes or simply describes the works of art referred to. Instead they function as impressionistic
projections that momentarily draw the attention
from the poem as the main discourse, and through
this diversion stage the poem’s disability to reach
beyond its own representational limits.
Most apparent in Norén’s lyrical ekphrases are
the paradoxes built into the discourse. These
paradoxes, which often describe incongruities of
space, emerge in fact also in the dramatic works of
Norén. For instance, in the play A Terrible Happiness [En fruktansvärd lycka, 1981], the author
refers to Giacometti, whose figures (similar to the
characters in the play) are said to “move in different directions, as if on their way to one and the
same place”. In this case, the paradox emphasizes
not only disorientation as a common denominator for the fixed yet moving figures, but also the
possibility of metaphysical as well as psychological states beyond sensuous reality. More than being a simple description or an interpretation, the

text projects the visual artifact as a mediator of
the invisible, of an experience beyond both the
poem and the work of art. The paradox functions
as a rhetorical platform for this simulated crossing of artistic limits.
One similar example from Norén’s poetry is the
following reflection: “Malevich painted / this
big bright apple / with the inside of his closed
hand” (Solitary Poems [Solitära dikter, 1972]). In
this case, the description is stretched towards the
unattainable boundary between physical and abstract in the artist’s work. The work itself, or its
appearance, never becomes important; the poem
simply submits itself to its alternate discourse in
order to attain an impression of this inaccessible
borderline. Of importance is also the element of
drama added to the artifact. Both the works of
Giacometti and Malevich are charged with processes of motion and life in ways that render the
poems as minor stagings. This kind of dramatization is evident also in the author’s references to
Joseph Beuys, for example in the poem NIGHT,
THE CATATONIC, BEUYS AND THE DEAD
HARE (Order, 1978), where Norén concludes:
“Finally, his body is embraced / by the inner statue he made of himself / and placed in bed / and
he feels death / which does not finish nor heal
[...]”. The element of dramatization appears in
the addition of movement (the impossible movement of the embracing statue), and of emotional
content (the impossible experience of death).
As in the previous references to Giacometti and
Malevich, the physical impossibility of the Beuys
scenery points at a reality beyond the visible, an
experience on the verge of possible experiences,
more specifically on the impossible border between art and life, between artistic and human
identity. There is no isolated artistic artifact in
this lyrical description, only the vaguely outlined
context of Beuys. The dissolution of the borders
between the agents mentioned in the title (the artist, the hare etc.), constitutes in itself the paradox
towards which the poem stretches its rendering.
In some of Norén’s poems written in connection
with Hans Bellmer’s Poupée, Norén again projects scenes of spatial incongruities and paradoxes: “You were a human being until devastation
struck / you into a human being // you, who
when you have / created yourself / see yourself ”. (Pieces Against Hans Bellmer [Stycken mot
Hans Bellmer, 1978]). Although these poems do
not directly refer to specific artworks by Bellmer,
and although the “you” involved lacks any clear
reference and thus adds to the referential confusion of the poem, it is hard not to reflect on how
Bellmer’s dolls themselves stand in close connection both to the paradoxes of Norén’s ekphrases
and to the interference established in the author’s
theatrical parabasis. The “real” gaze of Bellmer’s
dolls, the eye momentarily detached from the
artificial artifact, which also stages a simulated
confrontation between different articulations of
reality, is an artistic parallel to the parabasis, just
as it is to the lyrical projection of the “impossible”
passage to reality beyond representation.
It is also apparent, in the above quote, that the
theme of “devastation”, where the human being is
transformed into a human being, repeats the figure
of separation and detachment evident in Norén’s
theatrical parabasis. This theme of destruction
also appears in the collection Diary [Dagbok,
1976], where Norén makes an obvious allusion to

the Finnish artist Hugo Simberg’s The Wounded
Angel (1903): “[...] Two / Schoolboys come carrying a dead / angel with your breasts and they
stop / and disappear as when a film breaks / and
the light continues to flood [...]”. Again, the visual artifact appears as a mediator of something
which neither the poem nor the work of art can
represent; the youngsters who paradoxically both
“stay” and “disappear”, as when a cinematic illusion breaks down and gives away to the reality of
continuous light. The connection to parabasis is
obvious. Norén’s ekphrasis again faces the reader
with an ultimate limit, the limit where it is no longer possible to separate illusion from reality, the
limit where illusion becomes a part of the light,
the reality that the reader must attain through his
or her own experiences. These experiences become the only screens left for interpretation. The
rhetoric of submission once again turns them into
the real stage of the poem.
Norén’s lyrical ekphrases can be described as
poetic seeds of the pragmatism that reaches its
complete manifestation in the parabasis of Category 3:1. It is important also to acknowledge
the significance of epitropic submission and
withdrawal in these poetical allusions to works
of visual art. By turning to visual arts, by drawing
attention to these seemingly foreign discourses,
the author in one sense liberates the poem. He
exposes the poem to associations that cannot be
controlled by him alone. Although Norén’s references to a very large degree are authoritative, i.e.
function as more or less impressionistic renderings
of what appears to be his own experiences of the
artifacts or artistic contexts, his reflections intersect
fields of collectively shared and pregnant cultural
expressions. In one essential sense Norén submits
the poem to these fields of cultural significance. He
does so, though, in order to produce reflections of
the predicament of the lyrical discourse itself. The
reader is confronted, not only with the image of
an artwork, but with the impossibility for representation to reach beyond itself, beyond its own
materiality, i.e. the impossibility for the reader to
represent the truth of the artwork or the truth of
the poem. If the theatrical parabasis confronts the
audience with its own illusions about reality, the
lyrical ekphrasis confronts the reader with his or
her own inability to articulate the impossible.
Metaphor
In his last collection of poetry so far, from 1980,
Lars Norén writes: “To write poetry is humiliation / It takes longer than a life / To destroy the
place where all the coming will emerge / Or to
be the place for it [...].” This passage testifies to
the importance in Norén’s authorship of the processes so far described as essential within the use
of the parabasis and the ekphrasis. Evident is the
theme of destruction and of making oneself the
place for the arrival of the new, the not yet attainable. Even the “humiliation” mentioned echoes
the subtle self-irony and epitropical submission
in Category 3:1. The parabasis and the ekphrasis
are, first and foremost, processes of destruction
and submission. They broach places where the
author and/or the poem, the drama withdraws
and submits itself to alternate discourses for the
emergence of something beyond the present
scene. This beyond cannot be identified by the
drama, the poem, the artwork itself, but coincides
with the limit of the reader’s or the audience’s
experiences.

It is important to acknowledge how these processes run much deeper in Norén’s authorship
than to just being illusion-breaking devices in drama and bold references to visual arts in his poetry.
In my view, they are also evident in the author’s
use of poetic imagery, for instance in the metaphor. Some of Norén’s poetic metaphors, as well
as his obscure references, appear as interferences
with similar implications as the parabasis and the
ekphrasis. They also realize, though in a much
more complex fashion, the epitropical submission
evident in the use of these rhetorical devices.
One of the obvious reasons for making the association above is that the metaphor, just as the
parabasis and the ekphrasis, oscillates between
clarification and obscurity. For instance, in one
poem from the collection King Me and other
Poems [Kung Mej och andra dikter, 1973], the
growing bedsore of a man who rolls around in his
bed, is compared to a growing deep flower that
follows the man wherever he turns. The pregnancy of this simile is unmistakable, yet at the same
time the image is obscured by the description of
the flower as “deep”, an attribute which seems
more proper to the wound, and which blurs the
hierarchy between the tenor and the vehicle. The
complexity of the image is further intensified by
the connection between the wound and the flower in literary history. It can be found in Kafka’s
short story Ein Landartz, in Baudelaires poem
Une charogne, and in many other contexts. Apart
from pregnancy combined with light obscurity,
there is thus a certain conventionality attached
to the image. Moreover, the image also appears
modified in a play by Norén called Box One [Box
Ett, 1973]. In this play Norén writes: “Now he
turns his back. The bedsore wanders like a bright
flower. No one can stop it any longer. They turn
him around all days, around, and around, and
around, but it keeps following, it spreads all over
the room.” In this image, the wound, the flower,
no longer grows: it wanders, and the flower is
no longer deep, but bright. Instead of depth, the
width of the wound is put forward, and this further expands the field of associations attached to
the image. It can, for instance, be compared with
Rene Magritte’s painting Les tombeau des lutteurs
(1960), where the proportions of the flower in relation to the room surrounding it associates to a process of growing, yes to the movement of growing
itself, and where this movement within immobility
opens a stage for something that cannot be expressed by the flower itself or by the room itself.
The vast intertextual echoes emanating from
Norén’s poem thus tend to obscure the original
wound, to place the wound in the background. It
is as if the poem, by this image, activates an endlessly growing chain of associations, where the
bedsore of the poem is overflowed and covered
with images and virtually endless references. The
image as echo chamber represses the image as
representation. Again, it is evident how Norén’s
text puts the representation of outer reality in direct confrontation with the reality of the poem,
i.e. the poem’s confinement to language and tradition. The strength of the poem lies in its ability
to render both discourses effective. Just as in the
parabasis, the reality effect is not emptied by the
destructive opening of an alternative discourse; it
is simply made transparent, x-rayed in the sense
of being brought to its negative appearance. And
again, the confrontation of clarity with obscurity
in the end brings the reader back to his or her

own perspective. The more I understand of the
image within the poem, the more I understand
how my own expressions of reality are conventional, transparent and obscure at the same time.
A more complex structure emerges in the obscure
and more or less metaphorical references found in,
above all, Norén’s late poetry. For instance, in the
collection The Unfinished Star (Den ofullbordade
stjärnan, 1979), Norén indulges in an extreme lyrical minimalism highly suggestive of Celan. In this
collection, the reader encounters verbal constructions like the following: “The stones / roll themselves / from the incision carpet // a sleeplip /
smoulders, / wrinkled by another kiss // you,
from the chap / in the nipple, / you thank / your
fibres.” Of course it is possible to put this poem
within the context of specific themes and motifs
in Norén’s authorship. The stones, the carpet, the
incision and so on, are all elements re-emerging
through large parts of Norén’s oeuvre, and they
can all be derived from the author’s own experiences. For experienced readers of Norén, they
are also charged with vital associations, and they
possess indeed an odd familiarity within the obscure and unattainable. Obscurity itself becomes
familiar and “makes sense”, through the distribution of these fragments. Yet, there is still an element of uncertainty in these poems, an emptiness
that cannot be clarified through the confidence
of familiarity, or through contextual knowledge
of Norén’s authorship.

Selected Call Log, Upper East Side chapter

2.05.06 2:41pm. 625 Park Ave, at 65th St.
Caller sharing elevator with unnamed neighbor—described only as “60-something woman from
floor 5”—and neighbor’s two bichons frises, Miss Fluffels and Chuck. Dog owner observed
lifting Miss Fluffels so that her nose rubs against the dog’s snout. Assuming a “baby” voice to
address the animal, dog owner says, “Well aren’t you looking lovely today Miss Fluffels? And
we did everything we had to do outside, didn’t we?” At this point, dog owner “shoots a glance”
toward her other bichon frise, who is sitting leashed at her feet; in a voice caller describes as
being “laden with passive aggressiveness,” she adds, “Unlike some other dogs we know.” Dog
owner then gives a small treat to Miss Fluffels and glances insolently at Chuck, before leaving
elevator upon reaching her floor.

2.21.06 8:47am. Fifth Ave, between 66th and 67th Sts.
While walking up Fifth Avenue, caller approaches a woman with two petite dogs. One animal
is dressed in a “little doggie jacket” with Burberry-trim and faux-fur hood; the other wears only
a leash and collar. Caller approaches dog walker to pay a compliment on the dogs’ cuteness.
Dog walker warmly smiles, picks up the jacketed animal, and says, “Miss Fluffels, did you hear
how much this nice lady likes your outfit?” Dog walker ignores other pet, who appears to be
shivering in the February chill.

3.8.06 4:21pm. Madison Ave, at 70th St.
Caller is shopping at a pet food and accessories boutique. Fur-clad woman enters store trailed
by a small bichon frise. Both customer and dog are greeted enthusiastically by proprietor, and
customer loudly announces that “Miss Fluffels needs new bootsies.” Dog scampers about the
store, followed by clerks who squeeze decorative shoes onto its paws as owner repeatedly
compares dog to various members of the British royal family. Caller notes: “When the woman
went to the counter to buy these boots, a second dog, that I suppose had been sitting outside
the whole time, started barking. It was another bichon frise, but it seemed much scruffier than
the dog in the store. The woman went outside and yelled ‘Chuck! Enough! You’re a bad, bad,
bad, bad dog.’” Woman subsequently reenters store, leaving second bichon frise sitting alone
outside; informs Miss Fluffels how much she admires its newly-purchased footwear and apologizes to the dog about “your brother’s rudeness.”

It is also important to realize that, when speaking of Norén’s poetry, it is not possible to simply
establish this liberation as an opposite to interpretation. The blind alleys of reading have in fact
the potential to support the most complex hermeneutic endeavors. The point is that in Norén’s
poetry, when the reader is confronted with an

New York City Animal
Abuse Hotline
4.6.06 12:14am. Location unknown.
Anonymous caller claims to work for an East Side dog-fighting ring. Insists that he is “not
proud” to do such work, but it “beats pimping women or pushing drugs to kids,” two fields
from which he is currently hoping to retire. Caller explains that an older woman—referred to colloquially as “lady”—enters dog-fighting basement with two small white animals, one roped and
the other held tightly to her chest. Latter dog dressed in checkered sweater. Woman asks to
enter the roped dog, Chuck, in fight. Caller and caller’s colleagues initially laugh at request; as
woman remains resolute about dog’s fighting status, caller pleads with her to spare the animal
which, he suggests to her, “will get [deleted] mauled in three seconds.” Ultimately, woman
and co-workers prevail. According to caller: “I’d never seen anything like it in my life. This little
dog was mean—it seemed real [deleted] up in the head.” Woman collects unknown purse and
small prize meat for the visibly agitated and slightly bloodied Chuck. Woman inconspicuously
snatches prize meat from Chuck’s mouth—then feeds it to other dog, which is cradled tenderly
in her arms.

Is it possible to conceive of these images and ambiguous references within the scope of the submissive gesture implied in the parabasis and the
ekphrasis, i.e. to understand them as expressions
of an act of withdrawal on behalf of the author
and his lyrical voice? It is of course tempting to
draw the opposite conclusion. Obscurantism no
doubt triggers the hermeneutic urge and suggests
decipherment and decoding as eligible endeavors. Norén’s late poetry no doubt has the strength
to encourage interpretation, and thus to maintain
the authority of the author’s lyrical voice. However, beyond any assessments of the interpretative mission, it is also possible to acknowledge the
obscurantism of this poetry as an invitation to a
process of signification, where the author, pragmatically rather than rhetorically, confronts the
reader with an image whose lack of clarity itself
represents and initiates a shared experience of the
limits of language. I write “pragmatically”, since in
this process of signification, the author no longer
simply represents the experience in question, but
provides the basis for the actual evocation of the
experience in the reader. The submissive gesture
on behalf of the author, or of the authority that
the author signals through the traditional identity
of poetry as voice, is implied in this pragmatic
process, since the author through these images
yields control over the discourse, cracks the
poem open for reactions, understandings and experiences not hermeneutically deducible within
the context of the poem. In a way similar to the
parabasis and the ekphrasis, the poem submits
itself to an image or a word (“you”) whose appearance epitropically turns the initiative, or the
force of signification over to the reader. It is an
image which not only has the power to confine
the reader to the seductive shackles of interpretation, but also the power to liberate the reader,
or to liberate the limits of the reader before the
poem or before language.

image whose significance is unclear, the image
has an importance, not only as an interpretable
sign, but also as a numb limit. The experience of
not understanding is an insisting and important
experience in the reading of this poetry. The
submission of the poem to obscurity is also the
submission of the author to the uncertainty involved in the encounter between the poem and
the reader. And this is more than an incitement
for interpretation, more also than a subtle representation of the universal ground for this experience. It implies a re-enactment of the text’s own
predicament, i.e. of the difficulty to overcome the
obscurity, the dusk of reality; the difficulty to preserve the flickering light of language. One short
poem by Norén reads: “But if I come outside of
the place / that is you, there is no world” (Wall
Plumb [Murlod, 1978]. If this poem is read as an
address from the poem to the reader, it formulates exactly this predicament. The “world” can
never be represented; it only exists in the re-enactment of the poem within the reader. The reenactment of the poem’s numbness within the
reader, realizes the poem, fulfills the poem, and
becomes the life, the world of it. It is not certain
whether we can ever read something without any
comprehension, but it is certainly a part of the
phenomenology of Norén’s poetry, that it can be
read as if not comprehended, yet at the same time
as evidently true. What this poetry offers to the
reader is to experience the poem’s own threatening loss of language, to experience the imminent
numbness of the poem. Again, the rhetoric of
submission turns its back on the aesthetic discourse, turns its back on truth as representation.
The reader is again left alone, circumscribed by
truth as pure experience.

By Jay Ruttenberg. Illustration by Carl Cassel.

One important example of this structural uncertainty is the word “you”, which repeats itself with
growing intensity in Norén’s late poetry (“Come,
you who are [...]” (Heart in Heart [Hjärta i hjärta,
1980]); “You become / in the reality-breeding
[...]” (The Unfinished Star [Den ofullbordade
stjärnan, 1979]. It is indeed impossible and unnecessary, once and for all, to identify this “you”.
Sometimes it seems to be a loved one, at other
times, it seems to be God, but it can also appear
as a direct address to the reader. In many cases, all
these associations seem reasonable at one and the
same time. In my view, the word “you” in Norén’s
late poetry, has a highly metaphorical status: it
can even be conceived as an image of the metaphor itself, i.e. as an image of resemblance within
the different. “You”, in this poetry, resembles itself,
yet continuously turns away from its already established significance. It is a word which over and
over again abandons its identity and generates an
uncertainty in the face of the associations already
made by the reader. It continuously withdraws
and turns away from the insistence of meaning.
It thus activates a process of signification beyond
the context of the poem. The significance of this
outstanding position of “you” is further intensified
by the fact that the context of the poem empties
itself as a context for interpretation. “You” detaches itself from the poem as significant context.
As in the poem quoted above, Norén establishes

a kind of lyrical desert, dry and, if not meaningless, indeed difficult to intersect. In this wasted
verbal geography, the word “you” appears as a
word full of light, a word saturated with life. It
is as if Norén, through his extremely hermetic
idiom, only prepares the ground for the glaring
appearance of this singular reference. As in the
case of the parabasis, this method is actually one
of devastation: The poem itself appears as a field
of destruction for the appearance of something
else, and for the continuous significance of this
something outside of the poem, within the scope
of the reader’s experience or perspective.

Stavöstrand. At that time he was the chairman of
The Nursery, an organisation working within the
experimental music institution Fylkingen in Stockholm, which ten years ago dragged electronica into
the stronghold of electroacoustic music. The idea
was to start a label with a focus on new Scandina-

Borderline cases are often the most interesting. At
least musically, whether it’s about not being able
to decide if it’s pop or dance music, electronica or
electroacoustics, songs or radio theatre. Since the
end of the 90s and early 00s this indefinable approach has also become something of an aesthetic
for several Nordic independent music labels.

Scandinavia Is Burning

Johanna Paulsson
explores the rich fauna of the
independent Nordic music scene.

Rune Grammofon – In the country

Rune Grammofon – SPUNK

Some music labels working on the outskirts of popular and experimental music have the ambition to expand pop music, others seem to be more interested
in the exploration of sound art, while a third group
is aiming more at dance floors than headphones.
The fauna being so rich, it’s almost impossible to
know where to begin, and also where to draw the
line. However, a good thing seems to be to take a
closer look at those who don’t bother about drawing
a line. Even if the labels mentioned are just the top of
an iceberg, they’re all good examples of an aesthetic
that definitely has played an important part in the
electronic and experimental soundscape in change
in the Nordic countries and elsewhere.

and basic elements of Nordheim’s work in Warsaw
between 1967 and 1972, since the studios of the Polish radio at the time were better equipped than their
Norwegian counterparts.

When it comes to mixing different styles, Norwegian
Rune Grammofon is perhaps the most open minded
and skilful of them all. It was founded in 1997 by
Rune Kristoffersen and the aim was to release music
from the most adventurous and individual sounding
artists in Norway. The label is close to sixty releases,
spanning from electronica tojazz, improvised music,
avant-rock and atmospheric pop, but most important, all the indefinable music between genres.

Equally the edges between academic electroacoustic music and electronica, made by self-taught musicians in bedrooms rather than in traditional electronic music studios, have become more and more
blurry. Today a composer like Åke Parmerud gladly
mixes mine-symphonic sounds with sub basses and
beats more likely to come from a night club than
from an electronic music laboratory. On the other
hand dance culture artists aren’t afraid of learning
from history either. On the split remix album ”Nordheim Transformed” the electronic music of Arne
Nordheim is the source of new compositions by Biosphere and Deathprod. In the same way a younger
generation of electronica artists like Thomas Knak
and Bjørn Svin have remixed the electroacoustic
composition “Syv cirkler” (Seven circles) by Else
Marie Pade, the grandmother of Danish electronic
music. The record was released on the small label
and publisher Resonance in 2002.

With a selection both sophisticated and curious,
Rune Grammofon stands out with a back catalogue
that makes the label play in a league of its own.
For instance, there are the mind-bending sound
excursions of Alog, the symphonic pieces of the
Norwegian composer Fartein Valen and the improvised music of SPUNK. Composer Maja Ratkje is a
member of the latter quartet who has also released
a solo album on Rune Grammofon – “Voice”, where
her voice explorations are as beautiful as weird and
disturbing. On the other hand, “Melody Mountain”
by Susanna and the Magical Orchestra, is more of
a typical pop record, containing ten personal and
quite radical interpretations of songs by Joy Division,
Depeche Mode, Leonard Cohen, AC/DC, Kiss and
Prince among others.
What makes Rune Grammofon so unique is their
complete unwillingness to concentrate on certain
genres. One of their first releases in 1998 was the
Arne Nordheim album “Electric” with previously
unreleased music. It was later followed up by “Dodeka”, featuring twelve pieces that were perhaps more
explorative than poetic, but still with a very special
kind of personality, rushing through different moods
and ending up with the conclusion “Summa”. These
compositions were made from the building blocks

The history of electronic music, however, begins
with two separate traditions. On the one hand there
is the French school of musique concrète, using
sounds taken from daily life such as traffic noises, human voices and bird song, and on the other hand the
German electronic music, producing sounds artificially with the help of sound generators, oscillators and
later synthesizers. Since decades the contrast between
the two competing schools is but a memory.

Thomas Knak is further known as the manager
of Hobby Industries, where he releases music as
Opiate. Besides this he has worked together with
Carsten Nicolai (Alva Noto) as Opto. Their second
collaboration was a commission from Japan and the
music was intended to collide with a clothing line
based on an “in the woods” theme. This resulted in
the album “2nd”, released on Hobby Industries in
2004. Glitch met the old way of sampling concrete
sounds in a music made out of forest ambience and
old guitar recordings. This is quite typical for several
of the artists on Hobby Industries, while others – for
instance Thomas Knak himself – are more drawn to
the use of complex beats.
The Swedish equivalent to Hobby Industries is perhaps Berlin based Mitek, founded in 2000 by Mikael

Hobby Industries – Opto

vian music, presenting it to the Swedish audience as
well as the international. Clicks & cuts soon became
a kind of trademark for Mitek, but the catalogue
contains everything between abstract minimalism
and experimental techhouse. The electro-glitch-pop
on “Hi-Fi”, the debut album of Sophie Rimheden
released in 2003, is an excellent example of Mitek’s
early ambitions – promoting experimental music
with undercurrents of pop and dance music. Over
the last few years the label seems to have turned
more and more dance floor orientated, though, and
has become less innovative.
However, Mitek still seems to have an interest in
artists working with more abstract soundscapes.
Andreas Bertilsson, alias Son Of Clay, creates quite
visual music, descriptively naming his latest album
on Mitek “Two Abstract Paintings”. This was a follow-up to his brilliant debut “Face Takes Shape”,
released a few years ago on Komplott, a label situated in Malmö, Sweden. The small chaotic sketches,
drawn with red, black and blue pens on the album
cover, seem to evolve into very precise images of
fingers, eyes, waves and birds the more you look at
them. It also gives a pretty good picture of how the
music sounds. Field recordings mingle with clicks
and crackle, but in the middle of the mess of noises,
mumbling voices and dissonances, little melodies
and fantasy movies take shape; cars passing in the
street, people coming and going and the neighbour
throwing out the garbage.
This is not very far from the tradition of musique
concrète. In the 1940s Pierre Schaeffer started to
make collages out of sound effects and records from
the French radio archives, preceding the sampling
techniques of hip hop by decades. With his composition “Cinq Études de Bruits” he introduced the
idea of an “acousmatic listening”, referring to a way
of listening separated from visual clues of the actual
sound source. One of Schaeffer’s most famous compositions is “Chemins de fer” (Railway), including a
train whistle and the rhythmic sounds of a locomotive.
The combination of environmental and electronic
sounds has also become a common feature in a lot
of music moving somewhere in between experimental and pop. The songs feature field recordings and
sound clips from movies as well as electronic tones
and noises, but also sparkling melodies and improvised parts with acoustic instruments, such as guitar,

ambient atmospheres with acoustic instrumentation
in combination with environmental sounds. Their
music is not daringly experimental but on the other
hand beautiful, cosy and genuine.
Apart from this, Häpna has released records with everything from improvised music to noisier stuff, like
uncompromising Austrian sound artist Pita whose
music is brutal, threatening and at the same time
almost reminiscent of dark romanticism in its transitions between ambient passages and metal shattering to pieces.
The idea of blurring the edges between different
styles, fine art and popular culture, of course goes
back to the playful 60s when experimental music
sought to push things in different directions, trying
both to provoke and to expand the definition of mu-

Häpna – food

Perhaps two things could be said to have pushed
things forward in this direction: one thing is of course
the emergence of laptops, hosting the possibility of
a big studio at a decent price, making technology
accessible to everyone, and the other thing is a climate of music labels and festivals with an open mind
to new sounds as well as an interest in history and
tradition. For instance festivals like Gothenburg Art
Sound and Perspectives in Västerås, together with
the Danish organised Norberg festival, have played
an important role for the sake of crossing boundaries.
The separate enclave of sound art, experimental and
electronic music that has emerged out of this, has
become an interesting and diverse field, but is on the
other hand somewhat less critical regarding quality
and creative thought, the kind of questions often imposed by academic institutions and in contemporary
music circles – perhaps for good and bad.

Mitek – Folie

piano or harmonica. Maybe even spoken word, as in
the case of Hans Appelqvist. His highly acclaimed
concept album “Bremort” on Komplott was based
around a fictive small town and definitely had a theatrical dimension to it, making it appear like some
kind of radio theatre rather than pop music.
Komplott has later released radio compositions by
renowned sound artist Hanna Hartman, as well as
an occult journey by non-musician Ronnie Sundin,
whose latest album “The Amateur Hermetic” uses
the human voice and especially guttural sounds in
its introspective, dark explorations. The label was
established in 1999 as a reaction to the limited scope
available for experimental and electronic music in
Scandinavia at the time. According to their own
statement the main ambition is to create a strong
label for new artists in modern, experimental music, and to promote long-term, self-supporting and
independent releases, where any profits will be reinvested in future projects. The catalogue is divided
into a more traditional section, with limited releases
on vinyl and CD, and a digital catalogue.
Another Swedish label associated with an organic
sound is Häpna in Stockholm, which also happens
to share some artists with Komplott. For instance,
Hans Appelqvist’s third album “Naima”, named after Swedish actress Naima Wifstrand, was released
on Häpna. Painting with tones is something that
categorises several releases on the label – not least
those of the melancholic organ duo Sagor & Swing,
whose debut album was called Orgelfärger (organ
colours). Eric Malmberg’s solo record “Den gåtfulla
människan” – a fairy-tale-like journey through human consciousness – has the same feel of nature
romanticism to it, perhaps also a bit reminiscent of
the nature symphonies of the electronic music pioneer Ralph Lundsten. The trio Tape uses nature as
a source of sound inspiration too, but creates more

Ideal Recordings - Jean-Louis Huhta - out in the Swedish summer night

Hobby industries – Bichi

sic itself, as well as exploring the boundaries between
technology and nature, man and machine. Perhaps
also between humour and serious issues. Text-sound
compositions are the more literary part of electronic
music and the pioneers were poets rather than composers. A lot of the pieces, not least those by Åke
Hodell, were often playful, but at the same time very
political. And this spirit definitely lives on.
Unlike electroacoustic music with its academic
roots, electronica emerged out of the DIY-culture.
When Joachim Nordwall started Ideal Recordings in
1998 it was more about some sort of punk philosophy, a political attitude. Electronic and experimental
music became the creative playground for the label,
and several of the artists are working in different
fields. Jean-Louis Huhta is, for instance, a composer
at renowned electronic music studio EMS (Electroacoustic music in Sweden) but also turns up as a DJ
at clubs. Besides this he is a part of the noise group
Audio Laboratory, where he processes sounds from
more ordinary instruments, theremin and feedback
with his laptop.

Häpna – Toshiya Tsunoda

formance, music and the visual arts. Traditional aesthetic boundaries, limitations and concepts are often
eliminated. Firework Edition Records seeks more to
ask questions, whether it’s about Pär Thörn confusing the listener with his strange instructions, Peter
Uhr exploring a minute’s sound or text-sound pioneer Sten Hanson naming a record featuring some
of his collected works “Canned Porridge”.
The artists behind “When The Ice Is Leaving Scandinavia Is Burning”, also released on Firework Edition Records, are poet Johannes Heldén, Norwegian
noise artist Lasse Marhaug and Joachim Nordwall,
the manager of Ideal Recordings. This of course is a
bit significant for the incestuous climate of the Nordic experimental music scene. In recent years, however, this entwined environment has turned out to
be a very creative ground, where all kinds of experimental and electronic music are exchanging sounds,
making the division between fine art and popular
culture more and more redundant.

One of the most interesting releases on Ideal Recordings is the album “Gottesdienst”, a collaboration
between feedback lover Henrik Rylander and Leif
Elggren, who make different worlds collide in a beautiful way. Their own, quite peculiar take on chamber
music was recorded live during their performance
in Masthuggskyrkan in Gothenburg last October as
part of the Spire Live event during the Gothenburg
Art Sound festival. Elggren is also one half of the duo
Guds Söner (The Sons of God), known for their instrumental theatre performances, sometimes including chairs being dragged along the floor.

Firework Edition Records – Lejf Elggren

Together with his colleague Kent Tankred, Leif Elggren also runs Firework Edition Records. Since the
start in 1995 the label has moved freely between perMitek – Johan Skugge

Häpna – Loren Connors & David Grubbs

Häpna – Tape

>

Hobby Industries: www.hobbyind.com
Häpna: www.hapna.com
Ideal Recordings: www.idealrecordings.com
Komplott: www.komplott.com
Mitek: www.mitek-web.net
Rune Grammofon: www.runegrammofon.com
Firework Edition Records: www.algonet.se/~tankred/fer.html

Architecture 			

At first, building with textiles seems riddled with prob-

is not sharp, but sensuous and soft. At a time when

tures and finishes imbue them with stylistic references

and reflecting it creates new possibilities for harness-

air-filled membranes stitched into the fabric inflate

indoor pavilions that provide a uniform backdrop for

lems – fabrics are usually perceived as flammable, vul-

architects are pioneering new structural networks, im-

uncharacteristic of building supplies. Transposed into

ing solar energy. Metallic fabrics, coated textiles and

and expand. Because they are sustained by pres-

exhibitions or events. Architects borrow from tailoring

nerable to water, impermanent and weak. Architecture

mersive webs, mobile buildings and fluid exchanges,

architecture, textiles endow built structures with at-

non-woven fabrics make it possible to fold and pleat

sure, the fabrication of pneumatic structures requires

techniques to make it possible for them to line the

is equated with density and mass, while textiles have

textiles have revealed a surprising history of modular-

tachments and meanings that extend far beyond the

whole facades, while carbon-fibre matrices and tri-

construction skills that surpass conventional sewing.

inside of a building. An inflatable interior is required

often been limited to lightweight decorative expres-

ity and multi-functionality, and an essential narrative

occupation of territory. Now, for the first time in many

axial meshes can spiral external structures and make

If the seams are not sewn with sufficient tension or

to flex and adhere to the existing architecture much

sions. Few practitioners would guess that textiles have

function. While early textile structures afforded protec-

years, the significance of the textile in architecture is

elasticity a central component of building design.

along the right curve, they pull apart and cause the

like a garment’s inner lining moves in response to the

a long history as an architectural material, sparking a

tion from the elements, they also featured symbols and

being rediscovered.

structure to deflate.

movements of the wearer, requiring it to be pattern-

tradition of portable habitations and porous buildings

inscriptions that represented a mode of belonging. The

several thousand years ago. Fabrics disappeared as

ciphers woven into dwellings were also stitched into

Textiles have emerged as a material that interfaces with

are one of the most tactile expressions of architecture

Because they are translucent, lightweight and tran-

wood, stone, metal and glass became the materials of

clothing, identifying whole groups and forging indissol-

the built environment on many different levels, result-

today. Practices such as veech.media.architecture in

sient, inflatable structures transcend the builtness

Just as architects are drawn to the tailoring tech-

choice, but recent developments in textile technology

uble links between architecture, individuals and com-

ing in a whole new paradigm of lightweight, interwoven

Vienna, Architects of Air in Britain and Anakin Koe-

of buildings. The inflatables can be recreated in dif-

niques of folding and pleating, their experiments with

have revealed their relevance to architecture today. Even

munities. Textiles continue to be loaded with signifiers

architecture. Textile structures weave in and out of pub-

nig Airways in the United States are able to create

ferent locations instantly; they take minutes to erect

weaving and braiding resulted in flexible structures

though robust architecture and tactile fabrics may seem

today, and their role in apparel makes fabric a familiar

lic space, popping up in sports arenas, airports, trade

outdoor pavilions, tensile buildings and membrane

and later shrink to one-tenth of their expanded size

that outperform steel and concrete. Weaving, a global

irreconcilably diverse, there are threads that bind.

second skin. Textiles are more tactile than conven-

shows, urban parks, shopping centres and residential

exteriors by using a variety of woven and non-wo-

when deflated. Supported by steel lintels, they hold

practice that spans eras, cultures and landscapes,

Visionaries know that the cutting edge in architecture

tional construction materials, and their colours, tex-

projects. Their capacity for channelling natural light

ven fabrics. The structures quickly gain mass as the

their ground as portable outdoor architecture, or as

was reclaimed by Buckminster Fuller as a modern

Perhaps the most elastic of all, pneumatic structures

cut, sized and fitted with Savile Row-like scrutiny.

means of creating self-supporting, lightweight lattices.

When flexible fibres and supple polymer strands are

As a surface technique, braiding and weaving invert

a sense of the essentials. Exposing the structure’s

separated or combined in different climatic conditions.

the textile walls evoke the fluid construction of a gar-

Part surface, part join, weaving is essentially a system

twisted or bundled into cables and braided, the struc-

the concept of masking, promoting greater transpar-

framework imbues the building with a new sense of

As Yeang interprets this procedure architecturally, he

ment more than they do architectural structures. Just

of continuous links, and a technique that can integrate

tures that result can create tension and compression

ency in architecture as they expose all parts of the

integrity based on the transparency it projects.

describes it as a cybernetic enclosural system that

as some garments are worn open or closed to reveal or

a number of operating systems into a single structure.

more efficiently than masonry. Braiding is a system in

structure. Whereas traditional construction desig-

responds automatically to climatic conditions. Like

conceal parts of the body, the retractable walls open to

Just as a broken thread can be pulled out of a textile

which all fibres are continuously mechanically inter-

nates one surface as interior and the other as exterior,

Architectonic textiles also connect to other fashion

clothing, labile textile armatures could create temper-

expose the structure or close to hide them from public

and replaced, so too can a cable. Whole components

locked at regular intervals, creating a mechanism that

braiding and weaving simultaneously link inner and

practices, such as the norm of clothing the body in

ate zones that regulate the temperatures within them.

view. As wind and weather conditions also cause the

can be removed and exchanged, and the whole sys-

evenly distributes the load throughout the structure.

outer spaces. As they metamorphose the internal and

a system of individual layers. Clothing, as a micro-

tem seamlessly expanded. Woven stainless steel, in

This makes the building highly resistant to impact,

external into a homogenous whole, inside/outside di-

system, wraps the body in layers of apparel that are

The textile walls of Shigeru Ban’s Curtain Wall House

be a fixed entity is challenged altogether. Kinetic struc-

the form of ready-made exterior mesh, is an aestheti-

introducing an unprecedented degree of elasticity

visions disappear altogether. As a single technique,

donned and shed as it moves in and out of the mac-

illustrate one aspect of bioclimatic architecture as they

tures such as the Curtain Wall House create a novel

cally and structurally compelling textile that can be

that can act as a shock absorber. Carbon, fibreglass,

braiding connects with Derridean deconstruction and

ro-systems designated by architecture. Ken Yeang’s

open to the outdoors, revealing wide deck spaces on

dynamic in architecture.

purchased by the metre in weaves that mimic herring-

Aramids and a range of natural fibres and sustainable

takes it one step further. By dislocating the structure’s

proposal for bioclimatic architecture reveals how the

the first and second floors of the building. The pliable

bone, jacquard and tweed. Woven materials encapsu-

materials can be braided into pliable structures, sub-

core and inverting its contents, braiding eliminates

ambient energy released in each textile layer can be

fabric used in the walls’ construction makes it possible

As architecture embraces fashion techniques, a new

late several industrial processes, but also require the

sequently revolutionising earthquake construction.

the void by making all spaces visible in a single view.

optimised to create heating and cooling systems with-

for them to fully retract, channelling more light and

model of creative activity emerges. Folding, pleating,

intervention of skilled weavers. Even techniques such

In this respect, braiding also furthers the Modernist

out using a fuel source. Yeang regards clothing as ar-

air into the core of the house. In winter, they close to

weaving and braiding exemplify Lévi-Strauss’s theory

as knitting and crochet can contribute to the process.

ambition of purging extraneous features to convey

matures that regulate body temperature as they are

retain heat. The supple surfaces and pleated folds of

of ‘bricolage’, a form of production-oriented activity

textiles to move, the notion that a house is or should

*

that does not rely upon traditional materials or meth-

One of the most surprising congruencies between

Geotextiles demarcate a new way of thinking about

Historically, theorists such as Semper viewed the sur-

velopers. As buildings, public space and landscapes

ods to produce form*. Bricolage recalls the activities

textiles and the built environment takes place in the

the built environment. By taking built surfaces un-

face in terms of its material presence, but geotextiles

are reconceived as a single expression, the potential

typical of children as they ‘build’ houses out of sand

landscape, where architects take fabric underground

derground, they subvert the verticality of architecture

are remarkably absent from the surfaces they construct.

to experience the cityscape as a tactile arena could

or mud bricks, fashion doll dresses from scraps of

to sculpt and reshape the natural topography. Initially,

by projecting architectural space far beyond its outer

In his analogy of the carpet and the wall, Semper spoke

change our experience of architecture forever.

fabric, or fold paper into structures that mimic build-

landscape fabrics were produced as an underground

walls. The proportions of architecture are generally

much of the visible boundaries of space***. Geotextiles

ings. Extended beyond these analogies, bricolage

layer to suppress weeds. Because their porous weave

considered to be fixed distinctions, but the presence

move in a new direction as they chart boundaries that

can apply to practitioners who consciously revert to

allows air and water to pass through to the soil, they

of geotextiles suggests a continuum of structure and

are not visible, moving Semper’s ‘walls’ beyond the

a basic form of creativity. This lo-tech departure from

were later adapted to serve as filters to purify contam-

space. Just like other construction materials, geotex-

building and into the landscape beyond.

pre-established methodology reveals new parallels

inated soil, and reinforced to create a subterranean

tiles have the potential to create floor, wall and corner

between architecture and textile production, imbu-

barrier for use in landfill engineering. Geotextiles, as

conditions. Such conditions expand the dimensions of

The dynamic exchanges taking place between archi-

ing architecture with a craft dimension. Historically,

they are known today, are widely used in paving proj-

a built structure and could mean that a building’s epi-

tecture and textiles are creating a new range of pos-

ments of Architecture and Other Writings, translated

architecture was based on craft practices such as

ects, as boundaries markers and to sculpt hilly slopes

centre is repositioned beyond the perimeter walls. This

sibilities that take both disciplines in exciting new

by Harry Francis Mallgrove and Wolfgang Herman,

carpentry and metalworking, but today, craftwork fea-

on flat terrain.

type of parafunctional** site creates powerful event

directions. Not only does today’s generation of tex-

New York: Cambridge University Press)

tures more prominently in interior styling than it does

space that brings materials, programme, place, space,

tiles provide new inspiration for architects, they also

in structural design.

and landscape together in a seamless gesture.

present fresh possibilities for urban planners and de-

See Claude Lèvi-Strauss (1968 ed), The Savage

Mind. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

**

Refers to the sites Nikos Papastergiadis dubs

‘parafunctional spaces’. This term refers to urban
– Bradley Quinn

spaces in which ‘creative, informal and unintended
uses overtake the officially designated functions.’

*** Gottfried Semper (1989 trans), ‘Style in the Technical Arts or Practical Aesthetics,’ in The Four Ele-

Express Yourself: There is one major difference between Superman and

The phenomenal impact made by Frank O. Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum

Spiderman. Peter Parker disguises himself into Spiderman to become

in Bilbao marked a change in the field of architecture. Now over ten

what he desires and to deceive the world from knowing his true identity.

years later, this change towards an architecture that has to produce

Superman, on the other hand, has Clark Kent as his alter ego; longing

itself over and over again as spectacle is becoming more and more

for mediocrity, searching to fit in and dreaming of being average. So the

desperate. With every new attempt, fuelled by global market economy

question is: What do you aspire to be? Mr Nobody transformed through

and the loss of political initiatives, the lack of ethics, conceptual drive

spectacle to be loved and recognized, or Superman?

and future is obvious. Is there really so much difference between the
overwhelming (though extraordinary fabulous) kitsch in films like the
“Lord of the Rings” compared to the Science Centre Wolfsburg, Tate
Modern and Milwaukee Art Museum?

Foto: Dave Miller

Paradoxically, this search for more and more elaborated forms of architectural
expression instead produces a homogeneous architecture of spectacle. This
obsession with external attributes and style goes hand in hand with the medialisation
and packaging of spatial experience. It focuses on what architecture looks like and
very little what architecture does, narrowing the field of architecture rather than
expanding it in a time were the competition for space and modes of spatial production
are fiercer than ever.
Instead architecture needs to expand as a field and architects should rethink their
practise so that they work on producing something that makes production of content
more complex and critical, rather than the other way around. Instead of thinking that
changing something means doing the opposite, like simply reversing the image in the
mirror and continuing doing the same, it is all about changing the way things change.
The practise of architecture, as more or less all fields of cultural production do, follows
very strict methodologies and modes of production. Basically some architects decide
to work together; they rent an office space, paint it white and wait for the phone to
ring. This is of course totally OK and for many it works out very good, but for the
development of architecture it’s maybe not the most fruitful and inspiring situation.
Because it means that architecture has to be continuously reproduced as the same in
relation to strategies, materials and traditional concepts of originality.
When architecture becomes preoccupied with itself as spectacle the performative
side of architecture is being pushed to the background. With performative I mean
the way we inhabit space, how specific spaces make us perform. For example the

theatre, what we experience when we are going to the theatre is a totally controlled
situation. We as an audience perform ourselves through protocols of convention,
the artists on stage are professionals inhibiting a specific situation which they have
rehearsed for months, and technology is everywhere to ensure that the experience
becomes homogeneous. This is a point where strategies for architecture, which
fundamentally deals with concepts of control, and theatre as operation, meet. This
set-up has served architecture and theatre alike throughout history, producing specific
situations of control that can be adapted to serve different political, economical and
cultural goals. The other side to this is of course that it cancels out multiple ways of
being together.
So what if we instead think architecture through performance? Where the
understanding of architecture would be of something permanent and mono enabling
and performance would be something passing, temporary and differently enabling.
The way architecture is represented, in the profession and as it is communicated to
a wider audience, follows two main principles. Before the actual building of a project
there is architectural drawings and different kinds of images explaining what it will
look like. These images are full of people, showing architecture as a container for
activity. After the building is finished the images we see in magazine, daily press and
even television lack any presence of life. What are the logics behind this? Is it only
aesthetical conventions or could it be that architecture is against activity, since activity
implies multiplicity and is difficult to control. When you come across old photos from
cities, you discover that people up until the 60’s subscribed to very strict conventions
when it came to clothing. This was a perfect situation for architecture, and especially

modernist strategies of universalism. Producing architecture as integrated and aligned
with its surroundings. Today when you look at photos of tourists in front of famous
architectural projects, people seem to be out of tune, in endless shorts, baggy tshirts and Birkenstocks. If architects want to change architecture they also have to
come to terms with how representation of architecture influences the production of
architecture. So what could architects be influenced by, and architecture look like, if
it was informed by performative concepts, everyday activities and mainstream tourist
fashion?
The Bubble Gum Alley can serve as example for an alternative production of
architecture. The alley is located halfway between Los Angeles and San Francisco
in the town of San Luis Obispo. In the early 1960’s a few wads of gum appeared
stuck on a wall in the alley, then more and more. By the 1970’s the shop owners
complained and demanded the gum to be cleaned off but it was too late, because
the gum just kept appearing. Today over forty years later this back alley has become
a tourist attraction; it has been reproduced in other cities and has large followers on
flickr, blogs and web pages. Another example could be the activities that occur with
the release of the latest Harry Potter book. Outside of book stores all over the world
devoted fans gather to wait for the books to arrive. They often wait in the streets,
sometimes for days, camping on the sidewalks. This can of course be seen as a
marketing strategy but it could not happen without the community of Harry Potter fans
that temporarily inhabits and changes urban space. Much in the same way as political
protesters are using strategies of squatting houses up for demolition, or protecting
trees from being chopped down. If we use traditional definitions of architecture as
the science of designing buildings and structures, from the macro-level of town
planning to the micro-level of creating furniture, then a temporary event organized by
laymen could not pass as architecture. We could all agree that fireworks are normally
perceived as an event, but if an architect produced a firework that went on constantly
for a year this would be understood as architecture. So what is the territory that would
be neither architecture nor event?

Today many upcoming architectural offices have started to develop alternative ways
of working, where the interest is rather on the structures behind architectural practise
than coming up with new design solutions. The work by offices like Platforma 9.81
(CR), Raumlabor (D) and Testbedstudio (SE) all point towards a different approach
and understanding of architectural discourse. In Zagreb Platforma 9.81 have been
working on a project called Invisible Zagreb. Out of a need to facilitate space for the
independent art scene they mapped possible sites for cultural events in abandoned
factories, offices and unused strips of green throughout the city of Zagreb. Working as
something between real estate agent, negotiator and producer they helped connect
artists from different fields to figure out the permissions and logistics whilst providing
material and design solutions. Generating projects where architecture produces itself as
pro-active, highlighting architecture as event and container rather than manifestation.
Raumlabor often work with temporary structures, emphasizing research and strategies
for collaboration and interdisciplinary modes of production. The ‘Küchenmonument’ is
a moveable structure made up of one zinc plate structure containing two large inflatable
halls. In Duisberg the halls were used to host a large dinner party and in Mülheim
they were used for ballroom dancing. In Stockholm, Testbedstudio has developed
a strong reputation with several projects for urban renewal, exhibitions, lecturing
and organizing conferences on shrinking cities. Their project Malmparken Allstars,
with students from the Royal institute of Technology, introduced alternative tools to
research urban situations. The students engaged people in the neighbourhood to take
part in soccer games, temporary playgrounds, movie projects etc. The involvement
of the local community produced understanding of architectural conditions on the
bases of activating relationships rather than simply observing through conventions of
architectural practice.

These examples all point towards the potential of architecture becoming
pro-active, through the interaction it promotes, relations instead of
representations, and by emphasizing the actualisation of architecture
it pushes performativity to the foreground, becoming multi enabling
and connecting architectural strategies to the everyday. Architecture
produced as the Olympics but in reverse. Lonely gold medallists stepping
down form their tribunes, multiplying through finals, semi-finals and
qualification rounds. In the end all participants are gathered, marching
around the stadium, and full of confidence and enthusiasm they walk out
into the world. Together, or as we say in Sweden; Allihopa.

Tor Lindstrand
International Festival

Foto: Linus Fransson
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